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System change pathwayAbstract This paper is directed toward presenting a novel approach based on ‘‘consolidity charts’’
for the analysis of natural and man-made systems during their change pathway or course of life.
The physical signiﬁcance of the consolidity chart (region) is that it marks the boundary of all system
interactive behavior resulting from all exhaustive internal and external inﬂuences. For instance, at a
speciﬁc event state, the corresponding consolidity region describes all the plausible points of nor-
malized input–output (fuzzy or non-fuzzy) interactions. These charts are developed as each event
step for zone scaling of system parameters changes due to affected events or varying environments
‘‘on and above’’ their normal operation or set points and following the ‘‘time driven-event driven-
parameters change’’ paradigm. Examples of the consolidity trajectory movement in the regions or
patterns centers in the proposed charts of various consolidity classes are developed showing situa-
tions of change pathways from the unconsolidated form to the consolidated ones and vice versa. It
is shown that the regions comparisons are based on type of consolidity region geometric shapes
properties. Moreover, it is illustrated that the centerlines connecting consolidity regions during
the change pathway could follow some certain type of trajectories designated as ‘‘consolidity path-
way trajectory’’ that could assume various forms including zigzagging patterns depending on the
consecutive affected inﬂuences. Implementation procedures are elaborated for the consolidity chart
analysis of four real life case studies during their conventional and unconventional change pathways,
describing: (i) the drug concentration production problem, (ii) the prey–predator population prob-
lem, (iii) the spread of infectious disease problem and (iv) the HIV/AIDS Epidemic problem. These
solved case studies have lucidly demonstrated the applicability and effectiveness of the suggested
consolidity chart approach that could open the door for a comprehensive analysis of system change
pathway of many other real life applications. Examples of the ﬁelds of these applications are
294 W.I. Gabrengineering, materials sciences, biology, medicine, geology, life sciences, ecology, environmental
sciences and other important disciplines.
 2015 Faculty of Engineering, Ain Shams University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1 The term conventional means linguistically to conform to estab-
lished practice, accepted standards, or traditional behavior. While the
term unconventional means to act, or exist out of the bounds of
standard or standard norms.1. Introduction
The problem of modeling and analysis of system change path-
ways or their life cycles (course of life) has attracted the inter-
est of many researchers [1–3]. This problem has also been
shared by many disciplines as it affects the lifetime of the sys-
tem. For instance, in engineering and materials the study of
this problem is of prime importance as it related to how these
systems withstand internal and external effects such as corro-
sion, rusts, fatigue, and creep [4–7]. For other disciplines such
as medicine and biology, the subject is also very important as it
affects the life progress and aging of humans and all living
beings [8,9]. In life sciences, ecology and environmental
sciences, the problem of system change pathways is still of high
priority in solving problems such as river and shores sedi-
mentation and erosion, as well as investigating ecological
and environmental growth and balance [10–13].
The study of system change pathways is mainly related to
the investigation of all factors affecting such changes. The
important parts of these factors are the ones that are taking
place ‘‘on and above’’ the normal system situation or stands
which usually take place outside system control [1–3].
Examples of these affect external or internal excessive inﬂu-
ences and happenings affecting the system such as accidents,
collisions, impacts, breaks, shocks, collapses, eruptions, and
destructions [14,15]. There are no intended timings for such
inﬂuences and the system is apt to change under their occur-
rences, which is designated in the literature by ‘‘event-driven’’
effect which is governed by the event step ‘‘l’’ [2]. This is
in addition to the well-known ‘‘time-driven’’ effect controlled
by the physical equations of the system governed by the
parameter ‘‘t’’.
The relation between the ‘‘time-driven’’ versus ‘‘event-dri-
ven’’ dilemma was the subject of many studies especially by
the computer science researchers [16,17]. As the systems han-
dled by computer science are mainly virtually, their developed
approaches could not be replicated to physical system due to
difference in their nature [18–21]. Such problem was only
solved recently by introducing the ‘‘time driven-event driven-
parameters change’’ paradigm [1–3]. This paradigm states that
each event affecting the system ‘‘on and above’’ its normal
situation will yield its change of parameters. This is in fact that
real life systems are intelligent and store all their affecting
events through consecutive changes of parameters. Due to
wide changes in the nature and type of systems, such changes
will differ from one system to another depending on their
internal property denoted by the ‘‘Consolidity Index’’ [22–26].
Such index can be calculated from the knowledge of system
physical equations.
Consolidity (the act and quality of consolidation) is mea-
sured by the system output reactions versus combined input
and system parameters reaction when subjected to varying
environments and events [1–3]. Moreover, consolidity can gov-
ern the ability of systems to withstand changes when subjected
to incurring events or varying environments ‘‘on and above’’normal operation during the system change pathway. In fact,
consolidity is the scaling factor of managing system changes.
It changes all over the lifetime of the system due to its consecu-
tive changes of parameters. Therefore, the in-depth analysis of
such index during the system change pathway will deﬁnitely
lead to much better understanding of such ways, and its future
managing and control will help in enhancing such pathways.
In the following section, the methodology of consolidity
charts is developed to identify the various regions and patterns
of real life systems during their change pathways. Brief
backgrounds of some previous subjects will precede such
development to help in better understanding of the new
development. The paper will then implement this methodology
to four different applications to demonstrate the applicability
and efﬁcacy of such novel approach for describing their change
pathways. These pathway changes are considered for both con-
ventional and unconventional systems change pathways
behaviors.1
2. Related work
2.1. The ‘‘time driven-event driven-parameters change’’
paradigm
The ‘‘time driven-event driven-parameters change’’ paradigm is
the central core for investigating the system change pathway or
system course of life. This paradigm has three main compo-
nents as shown in Fig. 1 [1–3]. These components are (i) the
lower or time-driven layer, (ii) the upper or event-driven layer,
and (iii) the system parameters change mechanism.
The ﬁrst component of the lower or time-driven layer is
governed by the system physical or dynamical equation(s) of
the time state ‘‘t’’. Such equations should give an actual form
of the system parameters avoiding any virtual, empirical, sta-
tistical, or over-simpliﬁed forms. These equations are then
represent the basic core of any study and are usually can be
written in the form of state space representation of the linear,
quasi-linear or nonlinear types. A more convenient form of
such state space equations is its matrix form, which permits
a direct or equivalent investigation of system basic metrics
such as stability and controllability.
The second component of the upper or event-driven layer is
governed by the affecting event or varying environment(s) ‘‘on
and above’’ system normal situation or stand of the event state
l. Under this event state, the system undergoes various
changes corresponding to l= 0, 1, 2, . . . ,m, . . . , f, such that
m indicates the intermediate state and f designates the end or
ﬁnal state. These events or varying environments are different
that ordinary system disturbances that can be usually absorbed
by the system with unappreciable effects. One of the important
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Figure 1 A schematic diagram depicting the ‘‘time driven-event driven-parameters change’’ paradigm [1–3].
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is the responsible index for scaling the system parameters
changes due to effects as will be deﬁned in the next section.
The upper level is activated only with the incoming of each
effect or event and yields to the operation of the system
parameters change mechanism and the stepping up of the
event state such as lﬁ l+ 1.
The third component is the parameters change mechanism
with each advancement of event or varying environment. A
general form of this mechanism can be expressed for any event
step l as:
System parametersðlþ1Þ ¼ System parametersðlÞ
þDSystem parameters changeðlÞ and
ð1:aÞ
D System parameters changel
¼Function ½Consolidityl; Affected environments or eventsl
ð1:bÞ
such that the term D System parameters change describes the
incremental or step parameter change at event clocklike register
of state l. The term ‘‘Affected environments or events’’ indicates
the overall or effective value, which combines varying environ-
ment(s) or event(s) type and strength. The word ‘‘Function’’ in
(1.b) denotes a general mathematical function or expression.
The formal mathematical formulation of the paradigm together
with illustrative case studies can be found in [1–3].
It is pointed out that the procedure expressed by (1) follows
a memoryless or Markovian processes. A Markov process
depends only on the present state and not on how it is arrived
in such state. On the other hand, non-Markov process (mem-
ory-based) depends on previous states with lags that change
from one system to another. Such type of systems requires
obtaining information about the spans of such lags within
the system and introduces more terms in the above sequential
analysis to represent such lagged components. Straightforward
mathematical analysis can then be applied for the extended
formulations.The preliminary investigations of ad hoc examples in life
sciences, engineering, biology and medicine showed that there
are two important forms in real life of Function (.) given in
(1.b), namely the linear (or linearized) and the exponential
relationship for nonlinear cases, given respectively as [2,3,27]:
Function ½Consolidityl; Affected environments; or eventsl
¼ a  Consolidityl Affected environments or eventsðlÞ
ð2Þ
and
Function ½Consolidityl; Affected environments; or eventslÞ
¼ b  exp½a  Consolidityl
Affected environments or eventsðlÞ
ð3Þ
such that a and b are changeability coefﬁcients related to the
system physical properties, and ‘‘exp’’ abbreviates exponent
[1,2]. In general, Eqs. (1)–(3) and their like’s relationships
represent the main core of modeling system change in the sug-
gested paradigm.
It can be observed from Fig. 1 that the implementation of
the parameters change mechanism is represented as an anti-
clockwise process. This representation is made to be in resem-
blance of all the real life systems of the universe with speciﬁc
life cycle, where movements anti-clockwise indicate loss of
energy and the system stepping toward its progressing states
ending by a certain ﬁnal point or state.
2.2. The consolidity methodology
Consolidity is one of the inner properties of system that mea-
sure the system susceptibility for withstanding changes. It
has also an important role for each system in scaling the
affected events or varying environments. The direct way for
the calculation of such index is through the use of system
physical equations and applies some sort of fuzziness for input
and system parameters and calculates the output fuzziness to
296 W.I. Gabrmeasure the system overall reaction as described in the
followings.
The consolidity methodology for the analysis and design of
real-life systems is based on modeling the system input and
parameters as fuzzy variables, leading to a corresponding out-
put of the similar fuzzy nature. A system operating at a certain
stable original state in fully fuzzy environment is said to be
consolidated if its overall output is suppressed corresponding
to their combined input and parameters effect, and vice versa
for unconsolidated systems. Neutrally consolidated systems cor-
respond to marginal or balanced reaction of output, versus
combined input and system.
Let us assume a general system operating in fully fuzzy
environment, having the following elements2:
Input parameters
I ¼ ðVIi ; ‘IiÞ ð4Þ
such that VIi ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m describe the deterministic value
of input component Ii, and ‘Ii indicates its corresponding fuzzy
level.
System parameters
S ¼ ðVSj ; ‘SjÞ ð5Þ
such that VSj ; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n denote the deterministic value of
system parameter Sj, and ‘Sj denotes its corresponding fuzzy
level.
Output parameters
O ¼ ðVOi ; ‘OiÞ ð6Þ
such that VOi ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; k designate the deterministic value
of output component Oi, and ‘Oi designates its corresponding
fuzzy level.
We will apply in this investigation, the overall fuzzy levels
notion, ﬁrst for the combined input and system parameters,
and second for output parameters. As the relation between
combined input and system with output is close to (or of the
like type) the multiplicative relations, the multiplication fuzzi-
ness property is applied for combining the fuzziness of input
and system parameters.
For the combined input and system parameters, we have
for the weighted fuzzy level to be denoted as the combined
Input and System Fuzziness Factor FI+S, given as:
F1þS ¼
Pm
i¼1VIi  ‘IiPm
i¼1VIi
þ
Pn
j¼1VSj  ‘SjPn
j¼1VSj
ð7Þ
Similarly, for the Output Fuzziness Factor FO, we have
FO ¼
Pk
i¼1VOi  ‘OiPk
i¼1VOi
ð8Þ2 The consolidity concept is a general internal property of systems
and can be deﬁned using fuzzy sets, rough sets or any other
approaches. In this study, fuzzy membership functions are deﬁned
through normalized fuzzy levels. It has been previously elaborated that
such normalized fuzzy levels concept is identical to that of the
conventional fuzzy theory for addition operations and gives average
weighted fuzziness interval results of the subtraction operations.
Moreover, it yields similar results of multiplication and division
operations after ignoring the second order relative variations terms.
However, the suggested approach offers additional advantages of
linearity, reversibility, simplicity, and applicability [28,29].Let the positive ratio |FO/FI+S| deﬁnes the System
Consolidity Index, to be denoted as FO/(I+S). Based on FO/
(I+S) the system consolidity states can then be classiﬁed as
[22–25]:
(i) Consolidated if FO/(I+S) < 1, to be referred to as ‘‘Class
C’’.
(ii) Neutrally Consolidated if FO/(I+S)  1, to be denoted by
‘‘Class N’’.
(iii) Unconsolidated if FO/(I+S) > 1, to be referred to as
‘‘Class U’’.
For cases where the system consolidity indices lie at both
consolidated and unconsolidated parts, the system consolidity
will be designated as a mixed class or ‘‘Class M’’.
Efforts have been made for the compact calculations of the
consolidity index with the knowledge of system mathematical
formulations [26]. Comprehensive results were attained for
handling functions of different dimensionalities, fuzzy analytic
geometry, fuzzy vector analysis, functions of fuzzy complex
variables, ordinary differentiation of fuzzy functions and par-
tial fraction of fuzzy polynomials. This is in addition to effec-
tively handling of fuzzy matrices covered determinants of fuzzy
matrices, the eigenvalues of fuzzy matrices, and solving least-
squares fuzzy linear equations. Such derived consolidity index
formulations can then be easily embedded within normal
mathematics through building special fuzzy functions in as a
Matlab Toolbox or inside other like software languages.
In many situations, the direct calculations of the consolidity
index could not be straightforward. In such cases, attempts
should be made to calculate such system metric through some
sort of indirect evaluation. Examples are through calculating
the consolidity of system stability measured by eigenvalues,
or the controllability of the controllability matrix through its
determinant, or through any other representable system
metrics.
3. Proposed methodology
3.1. The consolidity chart
The concept of implementing the consolidity theory for the
analysis and design of control system is of prime importance
in investigating the system change pathway. The process com-
mences by plotting for each system its consolidity chart deﬁned
as the relation between the Output Fuzziness Factor |FO| in the
vertical axis (y-axis) versus the combined System and Parameter
Fuzziness Factor |FI+S| in the horizontal axis (x-axis).
The physical signiﬁcance of the consolidity region is that it
marks the boundary of all system interactive behavior resulting
from all exhaustive internal and external inﬂuences. For
instance, at a speciﬁc event state l, the corresponding consolid-
ity region describes all the plausible points of normalized
input–output (fuzzy or non-fuzzy) interactions of such speciﬁc
system.
3.2. The proposed consolidity pathway
The implementation of the proposed consolidity charts for
investigating the system change pathway undergoes three dif-
ferent stages starting from plotting consolidity points, forming
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pathway trajectory as described in the following subsections.
3.2.1. First stage – calculation of consolidity points
The ﬁrst step in forming the consolidity chart is to calculate for
each event state l a good representable number or collection of
consolidity index points. As the system could be affected by
wide variety of events or varying environments of different
strength, type and direction, some exhaustive selection of such
range is to be carried out. This could be based on data gath-
ered on the system during its operation or through some sort
of comprehensive surveys of various possible values of effects.
Using (7) and (8), each effect is applied and the results are
plotted as a point in the consolidity chart. Each separate point
is denoted by the instantaneous consolidity index. All these
points are sequentially plotted on the chart. Some redundant
points could take place and be also plotted and incorporated
in all later calculations. Examples of these points are illustrated
in Fig. 2.
3.2.2. Second stage – construction of consolidity region
In this stage, the average value of the instantaneous consolidity
index points is calculated to obtain the Overall Consolidity
index. Such overall index can be represented in the consolidity
chart with a straight line with slope equal to the value of the
overall index. This line will form the axis of the consolidity
zone at the event state l. The boundary of the region can then
be drawn such that all consolidity points are accommodated
inside the boundary. Depending on the nature of the problem,(a)  R1: A=1.250,, l1=1.871,   l2=0.851.          (b) R2: A=1.417, l1=2
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Figure 2 Examples of different group of elliptical and circular conso
l2: Length of minor diagonals (all dimensions are in pu)).such region shape could be of the circular ‘‘C’’, elliptical ‘‘E’’
or any other geometric type.
The shape and size of each consolidity geometric region
determine the feature of system susceptibility to change. For
instance, a wider area of the region with big Area (A) means
a wide disparity of system reaction to affect inﬂuences and vice
versa as sketched in Fig. 2. Each shape is described at each
event state as follows:
R lð Þ ¼ fR;G;S;C;A; l1; l2g lð Þ ð9Þ
such that.2
3
3
9
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dity geomevent stateR consolidity region symbolG type of geometry of consolidity region (elliptical ‘‘E’’,
circular ‘‘C’’, etc.)S slope of overall consolidity index FO/(I+S)
C(x, y) the centroid of the geometric shape R expressed by its
horizontal coordinate x (pu) and the vertical coordinate y
(pu)A total area of consolidity region or geometric shape in pu2
where pu abbreviates per unit due to the normalization
property of the fuzziness base of the chartl1 length of major diagonal of the geometric region in
direction of overall consolidity index center line (in pu)l2 length of minor diagonal of geometric region in
perpendicular to the overall consolidity index center line
(in pu)l2/l1 diversity ratio of consolidity points (unitless)4. (c) R3: A=2.083, l1=1.871,  l2=1.344.  
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Figure 3 Consolidity chart ‘‘Case A’’ showing system consolidity
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298 W.I. GabrFor elliptic shapes, the relative lengths of the principal axis
provide also information about such susceptibility. A better
performance from the consolidity point of view is when the
length of l1 (the major diagonal of the region) is much longer
than the length of l2 (the minor diagonal of the region). Such
characteristics are shown in Fig. 2(a)–(f) having the same
overall consolidity index FO/(I+S), with its numerical values
are summarized as shown in Table 1.
It follows from Table 1 that shape of Fig. 2(b) is the best
from consolidity viewpoint as it has the lowest point diversity
shape ratio (l2/l1). On the other hand, the worst shapes areTable 1 Summary of the shape analysis of consolidity regions show
Shape
no.
Region
symbol (R)
Shape
type (G)
Area A
(pu2)
Length of majo
diagonal l1 (pu)
a R1 E 1.250 1.871
b R2 E 1.417 2.229
c R3 E 2.083 1.871
d R4 E 2.083 1.392
e R5 E 3.250 2.296
f R6 C 2.333 1.719Fig. 2(d) due to highest points diversity ratio (l2/l1) and
Fig. 2(e) due to its biggest Area A (pu2) with relatively high
point diversity ratio (l2/l1). The circular shape of Fig. 2(f) is
of intermediate properties and can be ranked in the middle
of this regions group. Each region is then marked with the
corresponding event step l or with the value of parameter(s)
under consideration at such speciﬁc event.
3.2.3. Third stage – forming of consolidity pathway
In this stage, the process of constructing the consolidity zones
is sequentially repeated at each event state l. This will yield
consecutive neighboring consolidity regions, from a starting
state, moving to intermediate states, and so on, and then end-
ing with the ﬁnal state. The combination of these consolidity
zones will constitute the changing system consolidity behavior
during its change pathway or course of life, and will be referred
to as the ‘‘consolidity pathway’’. Example cases of such
consolidity pathways regions are presented hereafter.
3.3. Investigation of representative cases of consolidity pathway
In order to illustrate further the proposed consolidity charts as
a comprehensive means for analyzing the system change path-
way, three different representable cases are provided as shown
in Figs. 3–5. These ﬁgures demonstrate three different salient
types of such system change pathways as described hereafter.
3.3.1. Case A – change pathway from unconsolidated to
consolidated state
Case A is shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) where it is assumed that
the change incurring in the system is related to only one speci-
ﬁc parameter say ‘‘a’’, changing as a= a0, a1, a2, . . . , am, -
. . . , af. Such parameter is considered to be changed after the
occurrence of each event state l= 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , m, . . . , f such
that m indicates an intermediate event state and f designates
the ﬁnal event state.
For this case study change pathway or course of life, it is
illustrated by its consolidity chart of Fig. 3(a) that the system
undergoes changes shifting its consolidity state gradually step
by step with the occurrences of events l from the unconsoli-
dated to consolidated class at its end state.
3.3.2. Case B – change pathway within neutrally consolidated
state
Case B is illustrated by Fig. 4(a) and (b) where a governing
parameter ‘‘b’’ changes with effects during the system change
pathway following a zigzag way with a prevailing ascending
way to a higher value at its ﬁnal end state. The case study
has moving consolidity zones corresponding to b= b0, b1, b2,
. . . , bm, . . . , bf within the neutrally consolidated state. This typen in Fig. 2.
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Figure 4 Consolidity chart ‘‘Case B’’ showing system consolidity
pathway changing within the consolidated class.
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Figure 5 Consolidity chart ‘‘Case C’’ showing system consolidity
pathway changing from the consolidated to unconsolidated class.
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slightly but still remains within the same class. The
corresponding consolidity index remains within such neutrally
consolidated sate.
3.3.3. Case C – change pathway from consolidated to
unconsolidated state
Case C is illustrated by Fig. 5(a) and (b) where a governing
parameter ‘‘c’’ is changing depending on the event state l as
c= c0, c1, c2, . . . , cm, . . . , cf. This case is opposite to Case A
where the consolidity zone moves during change pathway or
course of life from consolidated state gradually ending at the
unconsolidated state.
In general, the consolidity pathway trajectory (connecting
centerline of consolidity regions) in real life situation follow
a certain zigzagging pattern path as shown for the two cases
schematized in Fig. 6(a) and (b), illustrating two change
pathways from unconsolidated to consolidates state and vice
versa. In such situation, the overall consolidity index changes
in a ascending (or descending) manner depending on the type
and direction of affected inﬂuences or effects at each event stepl, but the prevailing value at the end will be an overall increase
(or decrease).
In real life applications, it is pointed out that other mixed
consolidity chart patterns may take place depending on the
variability of the strength, type and direction of the event state.
Furthermore, typical ranges of the consolidity indices in the
described consolidity charts based on previous real life applica-
tions are as follows: very low (<0.5), low (0.5–1.5), moderate
(1.5–5), high (5–15), and very high (>15) [2,3]. Each applica-
tion of consolidity chart of system change pathway should
be considered as a speciﬁc case by case problem. Such aspect
will be further elaborated when handling the various real life
applications given in the following sections.
4. Implementation to drug concentration production problem
4.1. Model description
The ﬁrst case study represents a man-made system operation
during its course of operational life. It is regarding one of
the common processes in pharmaceutical industry
Compartment #2 Compartment #1 
2x
Volume 1 Volume 2
Membrane 
1x
300 W.I. Gabrmanufacturing named as drug concentration production. The
system in its simplest form is manufactured as two equal (or
non-equal compartments) separated by a special membrane
where diffusion takes place to obtain the necessary substance
concentration [30].
In this case study, let us consider the drug concentrations for
two compartments physical system of different volumes sepa-
rated by a membrane. The drug can ﬂow through such mem-
brane from compartment #1 to #2, and vice versa as shown
in Fig. 7. All system parameters are modeled as fuzzy variables.
Let us now introduce the main parameters of the system as
follows [10]:F
h
Figure 7 A diagram describing operation of the drug concen-Viigure
avingthe volume of compartment i= 1, 2tration production problem.xi(t) the amount of the drug in compartment i= 1, 2 respectively
at time tA the area of membrane between the two compartmentsa12 proportionality coeﬃcient rate of ﬂow of the drug from #2 to
#1a21 proportionality coeﬃcient rate of ﬂow of the drug from #1 to
#2a2 proportionality coeﬃcient rate of ﬂow of the drug from #2 to
outside(i) Consolidity chart: Case i
Intermediate 
Start
Final
v
Intermediate 
Final
Start
v
Unconsolidated
zone
Consolidated 
zone
Consolidated 
zone
Unconsolidated 
zone
(ii) Consolidity chart: Case ii
6 Two examples of consolidity pathway trajectories
zigzagging patterns during the system course of life.The system model can be expressed by the two linear dif-
ferential ﬂow equations [10]:
_x1 ¼ a21  A  ðx2=V2Þ  a12  A  ðx1=V1Þ ð10Þ
and
_x2 ¼ a12  A  ðx1=V1Þ  a21  A  ðx2=V2Þ  a2  ðx2=V2Þ ð11Þ
Eqs. (10) and (11) can be simpliﬁed by substituting:
b12 = a12ÆA/V1, b21 = a21ÆA/V2, and b2 = a2/V2. This yields
the simpliﬁed linear differential equation [11]:
_x1 ¼ b21  x2  b12  x1 ð12Þ
and
_x2 ¼ b12  x1  ðb21 þ b2Þ  x2 ð13Þ
The problem can then be expressed in the state space form
[10]:
_x1
_x2
 
¼ b12 b21
b12 ðb21 þ b2Þ
 
 x1
x2
 
ð14Þ
having the corresponding characteristic equation using
Laplace Transform as follows:
s2 þ s  ðb12 þ b21 þ b2Þ þ b12  b2 ¼ 0 ð15Þ
The two roots of (15) indicate the stability of this system,
and must lie in the Left Half s-Plane. The system is less stable
if the left half s-plane poles move toward the origin [1,2]. The
consolidity analysis of this case study will be based on calculat-
ing the consolidity of the eigenvalues of the system during the
system change pathway.
4.2. Consolidity chart for conventional system change pathway
behavior
For the present case study, it can be seen that the parameter b2
that deﬁnes the proportionality coefﬁcient rate of ﬂow of the
drug from #2 to outside can be affected by the deterioration
and aging of consecutive processes. This deterioration could
lead to the gradual reduction or chocking of the outside ﬂow
from the drug concentration system. To demonstrate such
gradual aging and deterioration of the system we will consider
a gradual change of such parameter from a certain design
value of b
ð0Þ
2 ¼ 2:0 to a ﬁnal or end value of bðfÞ2 ¼ 0:1. The
A novel approach for system change pathway analysis using consolidity charts 301parameter changes in between gradually depending on the con-
dition adjacent to the drug concentration unit.
For various conventional change pathway values of the
parameter b2, the consolidity analysis is carried out for the
combined poles of the system and the results are shown in
Table 2. The consolidity chart of the problem is sketched in
Fig. 8, for seven chosen regions (three at the system beginning
of its course of life, two at its intermediate life, and two at its
ending life). The ﬁgure demonstrates the consolidity pathway
trajectory during the change of parameter b2 as moving fromTable 2 Consolidity pathway results of the drug concentration pro
Aspect Input parameters Consolidity in
b12 b21 b
ð0Þ
2 b
Value 0.3 0.5 2.0 1
Fuzzy level 7 5 10.9088 8
2 4 11.4761 9
7 2 10.3552 8
3 5 11.3911 9
2 7 11.6884 9
5 4 10.9798 8
2 6 11.6376 9
5 5 11.1144 9
4 6 11.3387 9
Average value of FO/(I+S) 11.2100 9
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Figure 8 Consolidity chart showing consolidity regions of change
conventional situation.a starting point of high consolidity index of FO/
(I+S) = 11.2100 (unconsolidated state) and is reduced gradually
to attain at the end a low consolidity value of FO/
(I+S) = 1.0771 (nearly neutral consolidated state).
4.3. Consolidity chart for unconventional system change
behavior
Let us now investigate the unconventional change pathway
behavior of the above drug concentration production problemduction problem.
dices (based on system eigenvalues)
ð1Þ
2 b
ð2Þ
2 b
ðmÞ
2 b
ðmþ1Þ
2 b
ðf1Þ
2 b
ðfÞ
2
.8 1.6 1.0 0.8 0.2 0.1
.9158 7.1961 3.4860 2.6658 1.1844 1.0607
.4012 7.6067 3.7063 2.7933 1.2320 1.0917
.4405 6.7947 3.2708 2.5007 1.1378 1.0303
.3281 7.5446 3.6736 2.8090 1.2248 1.0870
.5846 7.7601 3.7885 2.8974 1.2498 1.1033
.9754 7.2472 3.5134 2.6867 1.1903 1.0645
.5399 7.7230 3.7687 2.8822 1.2455 1.1005
.0907 7.3445 3.5656 2.7267 1.2016 1.0719
.2831 7.5069 3.6527 2.7933 1.2204 1.0841
.1733 7.4138 3.6028 2.7506 1.2096 1.0771
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pathway of the drug concentration production problem for the
302 W.I. Gabrby gradually increasing the parameter b2 (related to coefﬁcient
rate of ﬂow of the drug from compartment #2 to outside). This
pathway situation is in contrary to the gradual decrease of this
parameter in the above system change pathway of the case
study that could be caused by process malfunction. This yields
using similar consolidity analysis of Table 2 the change path-
way results summary:F
pEvent state ligure 9 Cons
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lem.Overall consolidity index FO/(I+S)0 2.0 11.21002 4
howing consoDeterioration ﬂ
1 2.1 12.22072 2.2 13.08733 2.3 14.05484 2.5 16.23345 2.7 20.9885The corresponding change pathway of the reverse situation
of case study is plotted in Fig. 9. Such results show that there is
a major deterioration of the overall consolidity index in the
opposite direction. This is equivalent to the moving of
consolidity regions in the chart from high to very high consolid-
ity index zones (FO/(I+S) > 15.0). Since the drug concentration
problem is a man-made operation, the above coefﬁcient rate of
ﬂow of the drug from compartment #2 to outside could be
adjusted to prevent its drift to the unwanted zone of high
consolidity indices that would make the system parameters
highly susceptible to changes under any noticeable events.Overall input fuz
C
Unco
6 8 10 12 14
b2(0)
b2(1)
b2(2)
b2(3)
b2(4)
b2(5)
lidity regions of the unc5. Implementation to prey–predator population problem
5.1. Model description
The problem of studying the populations between the prey and
predator has assumed a prime importance due to its effect in
ecology balance [9–11]. The problem can be extended to cover
general species that compete, evolve and disperse simply for
the purpose of seeking resources to sustain their struggle for
their very existence. Depending on their speciﬁc settings of
applications, they can take the forms of resource–consumer,
plant–herbivore, parasite–host, tumor cells (virus)–immune
system, susceptible–infectious interactions, etc. For the present
prey–predator problem (such as rabbits versus fox problem),
though the problem is mainly a pure natural one, man-made
intervention could be possible through limiting the number
of predators by killing, or increasing preys through hormone
and other nutritious feeding. The target at the end is to keep
the system balanced and avoiding one side to affect the reason-
able growth of the other side.
The Prey–Predator population dynamics problem includes
the effects of competing population, where one species may
feed on another. This problem can be represented by two
ordinary differential equations. Let H(t) indicates the number
of hares (prey) and L(t) denotes the number of lynxes
(predator).
The dynamics of the system can be expressed as [31]ziness magnitude
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onventional change pathway behavior of the drug concentration
Table 3 Summary of consolidity pathway results of the prey–predator population problem.
Aspect Input parameters Consolidity indices of xe
a b c d k r(0) r(1) r(2) r(m) r(m+1) r(f1) r(f)
Value 3.2 0.6 50 0.56 125 0.5 1.0 1.5 3.0 3.5 4.5 5.0
Fuzzy level 5 8 4 2 2 4.9460 4.0965 3.5729 2.7703 2.6203 2.4021 2.3208
5 5 1 3 3 4.9003 4.5106 4.2732 3.9199 3.8571 3.7696 3.7388
1 2 2 4 1 5.2669 4.3073 3.7157 2.8075 2.6374 2.3896 2.3155
2 1 2 4 2 5.0712 4.4931 4.1386 3.6020 3.5038 3.3636 3.3605
4 3 4 1 2 5.4652 5.0335 4.9757 4.3793 4.3098 4.2130 4.3197
1 1 2 6 1 6.0192 4.9060 4.2198 3.1659 2.9683 2.6803 2.5725
5 5 3 2 4 5.9537 5.4450 5.1346 4.6708 4.5876 4.4713 4.4300
6 7 2 2 2 5.3004 4.6818 4.3022 3.7275 3.6220 3.4712 3.4161
4 5 2 2 3 5.6577 5.0428 4.6659 4.0987 3.9931 3.8451 3.7912
Average value of Fo/(I+S) 5.3979 4.7241 4.3332 3.6824 3.5666 3.4007 3.3628
A novel approach for system change pathway analysis using consolidity charts 303dH
dt
¼ rH  1H
k
 
 aHL
cþH ; HP 0;
dL
dt
¼ b aHL
cþH dL; LP 0
ð16Þ
In (16), the parameter r represents the growth rate of the
hares, k designates the maximum population of the hares (in
the absence of lynxes), a represents the interaction term that
describes how the hares are diminished as a function of the
lynx population and c controls the prey consumption rate
for low hare population. In the second equation, b denotes
the growth coefﬁcient of the lynxes and d indicates the mortal-
ity of the lynxes.
There are three possible equilibrium points for this problem
for xe = (Le, He), namely [31].
xe ¼
0
0
 
; xe ¼
k
0
 
; and xe ¼
He
Le
 
ð17Þ
where He and L

e are given as
Le ¼
rHeðcþHeÞ
aHe
 1He
k
 
¼ bcr  ðabk cd dkÞ
ab dð Þ2k ð18Þ
and
He ¼
cd
ab d ð19Þ5.2. Consolidity chart for conventional system change pathway
behavior
In this case study, the change pathway of the prey–predator
problem is left to the improving of climatic conditions that
provide good plant feeding (vegetation density of the woody
plants) that leads to corresponding increase of the growth rate
of hares per unit time r [10,11,27]. Stated otherwise, the event
is rainfall that inﬂuences on the vegetation density and conse-
quently would affect directly on the prey number. In fact, it
was shown in a recent study, that such change in prey number
relates linearly to the amount of rainfall [27].
As a demonstration of such effect on the consolidity chart
during the problem conventional pathway change, the climate
gradual increase was reﬂected to corresponding gradual
change of parameter r from a certain initial value of
r(0) = 0.5 to a ﬁnal or end value of r(f) = 5.0. The consolidityanalysis will be implemented on the natural third equilibrium
case of xe given in (17).
The results are shown in Table 3 and their consolidity chart
during system change pathway is illustrated in Fig. 10, for
seven chosen regions (three at the system beginning of its
course of life, two at its intermediate life, and two at its ending
life). The main ﬁnding of this Prey–Predator population prob-
lem is that the change of some systems parameters and control
of the environment could improve the consolidity of the sys-
tem. Such improvement has resulted in changing the overall
consolidity index at the beginning of its course of life from
Fo/(I+S) = 5.3979 to and ending value of Fo/(I+S) = 3.3628.
Nevertheless, for this example additional experimentations
are still needed to attain further improvement of such consolid-
ity chart performance during change pathway in order to
approach the neutral consolidated area.
5.3. Consolidity chart for unconventional system change
behavior
Let us now consider the unconventional change pathway behav-
ior of the above prey–predator population problem by gradu-
ally decreasing the parameter r (growth rate of the hares. This
is in reverse of the change pathway conditions investigated in
the above case study that could take place due to very poor
continued environmental conditions. This provides using simi-
lar consolidity analysis of Table 3 the following pathway
results summary:Event state l Parameter r Overall consolidity index FO/(I+S)0 0.50 5.3979 Deterioration ﬂ
1 0.40 5.58642 0.30 5.80183 0.20 6.05004 0.10 6.33545 0.05 6.5028The corresponding change pathway of the reverse condi-
tions of case study is sketched in Fig. 11. Such results illustrate
slight deterioration of the overall consolidity index in the
opposite direction. The movements of the consolidity regions
are still within the lowest part of the high consolidity index
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Figure 10 Consolidity chart showing consolidity regions of change pathway of the prey–predator population problem for the
conventional situation.
304 W.I. Gabrzone (FO/(I+S) > 5.0). The shift to such level of high consolid-
ity index is still manageable in real life revealing the relative
environmental balance of the prey–predator process.6. Implementation to spread of infectious diseases problem
6.1. Model description
The investigation of spread of infectious disease is also one
of the important problems affecting population health.
Overcrowded cities or densely populated areas of cities
can potentially serve as breeding grounds for infectious
agents, which may facilitate their evolution, particularly in
the case of viruses and bacteria. Usually, the problem
concentrates on invoking ways to reduce the rate of spread
of certain infectious disease by various means such as
vaccination and conducting effective hygienic awareness
programs for enhancing the habits of population under
infection risk [32].
In this case study, we have a total population of N people
and a certain contagious disease infecting this population.
Let us call this disease D. This population is split up at any
time t into three groups as follows:
(i) x(t) = those uninfected with D but may become
infected,
(ii) y(t) = those who are presently infected with D and can
spread the disease, and(iii) z(t) = those who had the disease D and are dead, recov-
ered and immune, or isolated and cannot spread the
infection. We always have N= x(t) + y(t) + z(t) for
tP 0.
Our ﬁrst assumption is that the rate of transfer from x into
y is directly proportional to xÆy. Or, _x ¼ kx  y for certain
positive constant k, to be designated as the infection rate.
This parameter needs to be estimated. The rate of transfer into
y comes from x but the rate of transfer out of y goes to z. The
rate out of y is assumed to be proportional to y. The dif-
ferential equation is _y ¼ k  x  y c  y for some positive con-
stant (the removal rate) c. This constant will also need to be
estimated. If we differentiate N= x+ y+ z and solve for
dz/dt we obtain dz/dt= cÆy. But we do not need this third dif-
ferential equation because we may always ﬁnd z from
z= N  x  y. Therefore, the system of nonlinear differential
equations to solve is expressed as [10]
_x ¼ kx  y ð20Þ
_y ¼ k  x  y c  y ð21Þ
and
z ¼ N x y ð22Þ
such as x(t) represents those uninfected with disease but may
become infected, y(t) indicates those who are presently infected
with the disease, k represents the infection rate, and c is the
removal rate. The two parameters k and c are modeled as fuzzy
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Figure 11 Consolidity chart showing consolidity regions of the unconventional change pathway of the prey–predator population
problem.
Table 4 Summary of consolidity pathway results of the spread of infectious disease problem.
Aspect Input parameters Consolidity indices of the linearized model
c x0 y0 k
(0) k(1) k(2) k(m) k(m+1) k(f1) k(f)
Value 0.9 950 50 0.1 0.09 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.005 0.001
Fuzzy level 6 6 2 7.9212 7.2328 6.5437 3.7869 3.0975 1.3690 1.0652
5 4 3 9.8558 8.9708 8.0860 4.5463 3.6613 1.4420 1.0524
7 5 3 9.1707 8.3552 7.5396 4.2773 3.4616 1.4157 1.0548
6 1 1 7.1227 6.5144 5.9061 3.4731 2.8648 1.3404 1.0776
5 7 1 7.0084 6.4116 5.8152 3.4281 2.8312 1.3349 1.0729
5 2 1 8.6835 7.9165 7.1500 4.0834 3.3166 1.3918 1.0436
1 1 1 10.9145 9.9220 8.9294 4.9584 3.9656 1.4769 1.0429
1 2 1 8.6846 7.9177 7.1512 4.0849 3.3182 1.3966 1.0634
5 3 2 9.4678 8.6218 7.7762 4.3932 3.5471 1.4254 1.0495
Average value of FO/(I+S) 8.7588 7.9848 7.2108 4.1146 3.3404 1.3992 1.0580
A novel approach for system change pathway analysis using consolidity charts 305variables and depend on the type of disease, the season (winter
or summer), whether or not the population has been vacci-
nated against D, etc. Experts in infectious diseases are usually
familiar of the way for estimating k and c.
6.2. Consolidity chart for conventional system change pathway
behavior
The parameter kwhich represents the rate of transfer of the dis-
ease is closely inﬂuenced by combined vaccination and enhanc-
ing population hygiene practice. Enhancing such practicethrough awareness and school education will lead to reducing
the infection rate of the spread of infectious diseases [10,32].
In fact, it was shown in a recent study that such reduction in
infectious disease spread relates exponentially to such aware-
ness efforts [27]. To demonstrate the inﬂuence of vaccination
and improving hygiene practice on the conventional pathway
change cycle of any infectious disease, we will start with unvac-
cinated population with very bad hygienic practice with a start-
ing value of k(0) = 0.1 and gradually increasing their
vaccination and improving population hygienic practice lead-
ing to a combined effective ending level of k(f) = 0.001.
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Figure 12 Consolidity chart showing consolidity regions of change pathway of the spread of infectious disease problem for the
conventional situation.
306 W.I. GabrThe system is ﬁrstly linearized around its operating points
and its consolidity analysis was then carried out for the chang-
ing values of the infection rate k(l) corresponding to each event
step l. The results are shown in Table 4, with the consolidity
chart of the problem is plotted in Fig. 12. In the ﬁgure, the
consolidity chart is sketched using 7 different states, three at
the beginning of conducting the vaccination and hygienic
awareness campaign, two at intermediate state, and the last
two states are the ending ones. The chart reveals the con-
siderable improvement in consolidity from very high overall
value unconsolidated state of FO/(I+S) = 8.7588 at the start of
the vaccination and awareness campaign and ending to almost
nearly neutral consolidated state value of FO/(I+S) = 1.0580 at
the end of the combined vaccination and awareness campaigns.
6.3. Consolidity chart for unconventional system change
behavior
We will consider now the unconventional change pathway
behavior case of the spread of infectious diseases problem by
reversing the changes in the parameter k (infection rate or rate
of transfer of the disease). This is in contrary to the change
pathway analysis of the case study that may occur due to con-
tinual poor vaccination and conducting ineffective hygienic
awareness programs. This gives using similar consolidity analy-
sis of Table 4 the following pathway results summary:Event state l Parameter k Overall consolidity index FO/(I+S)0 0.10 8.7588 Deterioration ﬂ
1 0.12 10.30692 0.14 11.85503 0.16 13.40344 0.18 14.95135 0.21 17.5825The corresponding change pathway of the reverse con-
ditions of case study is shown in Fig. 13. Such results
illustrate rapid deterioration of the overall consolidity
index in the reverse direction. The movements of the
consolidity regions are very fast moving from the high
to the very high consolidity index zone (FO/
(I+S) > 15.0). Moreover, these results reveal that once
the value of parameter k (rate of transfer of the disease)
increases corresponding jump of overall consolidity index
takes place. Such results lucidly describe the mechanism
of failing to control the spread of infectious diseases.
As the system consolidity index grows to higher levels,
the system parameters become more susceptible to
changes upon the effect of any external or internal inﬂu-
ences leading to consecutive higher rates of the spread of
diseases.
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Figure 13 Consolidity chart showing consolidity regions of the unconventional change pathway behavior of the spread of infectious
disease problem.
Table 5 Summary of consolidity pathway results of the HIV/AIDS Epidemic problem.
Aspect Input parameters Consolidity indices of controllability matrix |M|
k2 k3 k4 k5 b a
(0) a(1) a(2) a(m) a(m+1) a(f1) a(f)
Value 0.025 0.7 0.2 1 0.3 2.0 1.8 1.6 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.1
Fuzzy levels 3 5 2 1 3 12.8477 12.0752 12.0752 4.6637 3.6609 1.6208 0.8614
2 6 3 2 7 12.0995 11.3732 11.3732 4.4338 3.4990 1.5999 0.8938
4 3 4 2 4 14.1986 13.3536 13.3536 5.2916 4.2026 1.9785 1.1410
3 1 7 3 3 12.3317 11.6596 11.6596 6.4909 5.1766 1.6715 0.9358
2 4 5 2 3 12.5707 11.8199 11.8199 5.6536 4.4713 1.6349 0.8803
6 3 4 1 6 13.9145 13.4121 13.4121 6.4069 5.1959 1.8839 1.0424
2 3 2 1 2 12.3605 11.7164 11.7164 4.8984 3.8506 1.8089 1.1701
6 4 3 1 7 15.6125 14.6752 14.6752 5.5217 4.4589 2.0478 1.1339
3 6 4 2 6 12.1273 11.4053 11.4053 4.8876 3.8656 1.6491 0.9256
Average value of FO/(I+S) 13.1181 12.3878 11.8949 5.3609 4.2646 1.7662 0.9983
A novel approach for system change pathway analysis using consolidity charts 3077. Implementation to HIV/AIDS Epidemic problem
7.1. Model description
The problem of HIV/AIDS Epidemic has attracted the interest
of many researchers in the last two decades due to its impor-
tance. This term HIV/AIDS abbreviates Human immunodeﬁ-
ciency virus infection and acquired immune deﬁciency
syndrome which is a disease of the human immune system
caused by infection with human immunodeﬁciency virus(HIV). There are many causes of HIV/AIDS, but our
investigation in this case study will concentrate on its spread
due to males’ homosexual behavior [33–35].
For this case study, the consolidity analysis of the problem
of the HIV/AIDS Epidemic is considered for a speciﬁc geo-
graphical region with high homosexual males’ population.
There is a constant immigration rate k1 of susceptible males
into the population of size N(t). In this model the size of the
population N(t) can change in time, where the population size
was ﬁxed.
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Figure 14 Consolidity chart showing consolidity regions of change pathway of the HIV/AIDS Epidemic problem for the conventional
situation.
308 W.I. GabrThe model describing the HIV/AIDS Epidemic system can
be expressed as [10]:_X ¼ k1  k2X a  k3X ð23Þ
_Y ¼ ak3X ðk4 þ k2Þ  Y ð24Þ
_Z ¼ ð1 bÞ  k4Y k2Z ð25Þ
_A ¼ bk4Y ðk2 þ k5Þ  A ð26Þ
andNðtÞ ¼ XðtÞ þ YðtÞ þ ZðtÞ þ AðtÞ ð27Þ
such that N(t) is the population size, X(t) denotes the number
of susceptible males in the population, Y(t) designates the
number of males infected with HIV virus, Z(t) represents the
number of males infected with virus but is non-infections,
and A(t) is the number of men with AIDS. The parameters
k2, k3, k4, k5 and b are modeled as fuzzy parameters, k1 is a
constant and parameter a representing Average number of
different sexual partners per year will be assumed to be the
inﬂuenced factor in the problem change pathway. Now,
Eqs. (23)–(27) can be rewritten in the state space, to enable
the advanced control theory concepts such as stability and
controllability can be applied, as follows [36–38]:_X
_Y
_Z
_A
2
6664
3
7775¼
k2a k3 0 0 0
a k3 k2k4 0 0
0 ð1bÞ k4 k2 0
0 b k4 0 k2k5
2
6664
3
7775 
X
Y
Z
A
2
6664
3
7775þ
k1
0
0
0
2
6664
3
7775
ð28Þ
For k1 ¼ 13 13 (Thousands inhabitants), and for various
state scenario of a, the consolidity analysis was carried out
by investigating the determinant of the controllability matrix
of this system denoted by |M| where the controllability mea-
sures the degree that the system can be controlled, such that
a control exists that will transfer the system from any initial
state x(0) to some ﬁnal state x(t) in a ﬁnite time interval.
It follows from (23) and (24) and the state space approach
that the open transfer functions of X(s) and Y(s) can be
expressed as:
XðsÞ ¼ k1ðsþ k2 þ ak3Þ ð29Þ
and
YðsÞ ¼ ak1k3ðsþ k2 þ ak3Þ  ðsþ k4 þ k2Þ ð30Þ
which represent stable transfer function for all range of a> 0,
though their corresponding systems are unconsolidated (or
highly) unconsolidated.
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Figure 15 Consolidity chart showing consolidity regions of the unconventional change pathway behavior of the HIV/AIDS Epidemic
problem.
A novel approach for system change pathway analysis using consolidity charts 309In fact, it appears from (29) that as the parameter a
decreases, the system gets less stable while the consolidity
index FO/(I+S) gets smaller indicating higher consolidity. This
lucidly reveals the opposite effect of changes of parameters
on consolidity versus stability.
7.2. Consolidity chart for conventional system change pathway
behavior
For this case study, the parameter a representing average
number of different sexual partners per year is considered the
primary factor inﬂuencing the problem change pathway. The
effectiveness of awareness and educational campaigns in
reducing the risk of sexual transmission of the human
immunodeﬁciency virus (HIV) and certain other sexually
transmitted infections (STIs) has been well established [35]. In
fact, it was reported in a recent study, such reduction in sexual
transmission risk relates exponentially to such awareness
efforts [27].
Following this issue, the change pathway of the HIV/AIDS
problem will be handled for the conventional situation by
making inﬂuence of such awareness campaigns in gradually
reducing the parameter a from an initial value of a(0) = 2.0
gradually to a ﬁnal ending value of a(f) = 0.1. The correspond-
ing results are shown in Table 5, with the consolidity chart of
the problem is plotted in Fig. 14. In this ﬁgure, the consolidity
chart is demonstrated by ﬁve different event states, three at the
beginning of awareness campaigns, two at intermediate stage,
and the last two are at the ending stage of awarenesscampaigns. This has led in shifting the situation from com-
pletely unconsolidated state of FO/(I+S) = 12.1273 to a ﬁnal
consolidated state of FO/(I+S) = 0.9256 at the end of awareness
campaigns.
7.3. Consolidity chart for unconventional system change
behavior
We will investigate now the unconventional change pathway
behavior situation for the HIV/AIDS Epidemic problem when
the parameter a (average number of different sexual partners
per year) changes in the opposite direction. This is in contrary
of the solved system change pathway of the case study that
may take place due to poor inﬂuence of the HIV/AIDS aware-
ness campaigns. This gives using similar consolidity analysis of
Table 5 the following pathway results:Event state l Parameter a Overall consolidity index FO/(I+S)0 2.0 13.1181 Deterioration ﬂ
1 2.3 14.54402 2.7 15.98823 3.0 17.15714 3.5 18.47535 4.0 20.9321The corresponding change pathway of the reverse situa-
tions of case study is illustrated in Fig. 15. Such results reveal
continuous deterioration of the overall consolidity index in the
310 W.I. Gabrreverse direction. The movements of the consolidity regions
are fast moving from the high to the very high consolidity index
zone (FO/(I+S) > 15.0). The above results demonstrate that the
parameter a of the average number of different sexual partners
per year is very crucial for the susceptibility of the HIV/AIDS
Epidemic problem to withstand changes in its spreading
action. The increase of such parameter beyond certain level
could deﬁnitely lead to corresponding high rate of the sweep-
ing of such infection.
Similar consolidity pathway treatment can be applied to
other potential problems such as: i) three species competitions
model, ii) symbiosis model, iii) biological circuitry model, iv)
insulin-glucose dynamic (drug administration) model, v)
atomic force microscopy model, vi) coupled spring mass
system model, and vii) national economy model [10,31].
8. Other applications and works
The application of consolidity charts and consolidity pathway
is an effective tool and is open now for intense future research
for many real life disciplines problems and ﬁelds. Examples of
such promising ﬁelds can be foreseen as follows: (i) evolution-
ary sciences, engineering, materials sciences, nanotechnology,
astronomy, informatics, and behavioral sciences; (ii) biology,
genetics, genomics, medicine, health, psychiatry, dentistry, vet-
erinary medicine, pharmacology, genetics, and bioinformatics;
(iii) geology, archeology, physical anthropology, life sciences,
ecology, environmental sciences, botany, agronomy, hydrol-
ogy, oceans sciences, etc., and (iv) social sciences, psychology,
philosophy, geography, political sciences, education, mass
communications, performing arts, visual arts, and athletics.
Other works could be directed toward the implementation
of the consolidity chart approach for analyzing multi-systems
with mutual changes and interactions, and also for handling
the wide-range interactions between everywhere real life sys-
tems during their change pathways. Another point of impor-
tant research is to carry out the ﬁeld investigations of the
consolidity region concept through real life measurements
and experimentations, and also testing of the approach
through building emulators-based that can perform combined
hardware/software co-simulation of the original system. The
study could also include developing appropriate tools for mod-
eling of the predictive future system behavior.
9. Conclusions
This paper has addressed one of the real life important prob-
lems which is the analysis of systems change pathway. This
problem has attracted the attention of a wide spectrum of
experts and researchers as it is closely linked to all living beings
and materials course of life. All systems either man-made or
natural are subject to deterioration, degrading, aging, etc.
The introduction of the new approach of consolidity chart
for studying such problem represents an addition for the
investigation of such problem. Consolidity index by itself is
the system internal metric responsible on scaling system
change of parameters when the system is affected by internal
or external inﬂuences or events ‘‘on and above’’ its normal
situations or set points.
The study of the consolidity chart during the system course
of life has led to the appearance of consolidity regions and thenew consolidity pathway trajectory. Such trajectory gives an in-
depth view of how the system is changing during its course of
life under inﬂuences of various types and directions. These
pathway changes are considered for both conventional and
unconventional system change pathway behaviors.
Due to the complexity of the problem, the investigation was
limited to the effect of changing one key system parameter that
changes with the life progress of the system. Such parameter
could change due to natural causes or due to external human
intervention (or due to both factors). Several illustrative exam-
ples were presented to explain such consolidity pathway tra-
jectory concept using only one parameter changing for each
case study during its course of life. The regions comparison
with consolidity chart could then be based on type of consolid-
ity region shape such as elliptical or circular, slope or angle in
degrees of the centerline of the geometric, the centroid of the
geometric shape, area of the geometric shape, length of major
and minor diagonals of the shape, and the diversity ratio of
consolidity points for each region.
Four case studies from life sciences, biology, and
medicine were solved to demonstrate how their life cycle
pathways change in real life situation for both conven-
tional and nonconventional situations. The results showed
how the consolidity regions change toward increases or
decreases of the overall consolidity. Shapes and sizes of
these regions differ from one case to another and from
one state to the next ones. Such sizes of consolidity
regions have marked the boundary of all system interactive
behavior resulting from all exhaustive internal and external
inﬂuences.
Real life problems are not in fact of such simplicity as pre-
sented in the given case study. System is inﬂuenced during its
change pathway with many inﬂuencing (rather than one)
parameters. Such inﬂuences will cause the system to go hence
and forth (up and down) but resulting effects always prevail
to shape at the end the way, the consolidity pathway trajectory
should go in a certain neat or geometric or zigzagging form to
its intermediate then to the system ending or ﬁnal state. In this
regard, each system will have its speciﬁc trajectory depending
on how it affected by consecutive events of different types,
strength and direction.
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